
About
The mission of Hope Scarves is to share scarves, stories 
and hope with women facing cancer. 

Lara MacGregor, Founder of Hope 
Scarves, was 30 years old and 
seven-months pregnant when she 
was first diagnosed with breast 
cancer. A mutual friend mailed 
MacGregor a box of scarves with a 
note saying, “You can do this”. This 
gesture later became the inspiration 
for creating Hope Scarves. We want 
each woman who wears a Hope 

Scarf to feel the strength and optimism of the women 
who wore it before her. 

Lara was diagnosed with Metastatic Breast Cancer in 
2014. As a result, a Metastatic Breast Cancer Research 
Fund was established at Hope Scarves to direct a 
portion of each dollar raised to metastatic breast cancer 
research to help Lara and others like her have more 
treatment options.

Request*a*Scar f
For Yourself 
An individual facing cancer can request a scarf at no 
charge. Each scarf is sent along with a story of a woman 
who has faced cancer and sincere encouragement 
from Hope Scarves. When the person who requested 
the scarf is ready, she can send the scarf back to Hope 
Scarves and add her story. The scarf will then continue 
on its journey to another woman, with the new story 
added to its legacy.

For Someone Else
Hope Scarves helps friends and family members do 
something meaningful for those battling cancer. A 
Hope Scarf is a thoughtful gift that comes wrapped in 
a happy package with a personal message from the 
sender. Please consider making a charitable donation to 
Hope Scarves in honor of the recipient. 

www.hopescarves.org



Supp ort
Share a Scarf or a Story
The strength of Hope Scarves 
is the stories. Please consider 
sharing your scarves and 
story of survival to inspire 
other women. We also accept 
scarves that were not worn 
for medical treatment and 
survivor stories from those 
who may not have a scarf 
to share. The ideal size for 
a Hope Scarf is 30” square 
or greater. Each scarf is 
professionally dry cleaned 
in an environmentally friendly way by Highland 
Cleaners in preparation for its journey. 

 

Donate
Hope Scarves is a nonprofit 
organization that depends on 
donations to help collect and 
share scarves and stories. 

Please visit 
hopescarves.org  

                                    to request, donate or learn  
                                    more about Hope Scarves.

 

“Lend*me*your*hope*for*awhile.**
A*time*wil l*come*when*I*wil l*heal ,**

and*I*wil l*lend*my*renewed*hope*t o*ot hers.”**
******************************************—Eloise*C ole
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Louisville, KY 40207
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www.hopescarves.org 


